Science has shown that risk of cavitation and hyperthermia following prenatal ultrasound exposure is relatively negligible provided intensity, frequency, duration of exposure, and total numbers of exposures are safely limited. However, noncavitational mechanisms have been poorly studied and occur within what are currently considered "safe" levels of exposure. To date, the teratogenic capacity of noncavitational effectors are largely unknown, although studies have shown that different forms of ultrasound-induced hydraulic forces and pressures can alter membrane fluidity, proliferation, and expression of inflammatory and repair markers. Loose regulations, poor end user training, and unreliable ultrasound equipment may also increase the likelihood of cavitation and hyperthermia during prenatal exposure with prolonged durations and increased intensities. The literature suggests a need for tighter regulations on the use of ultrasound and further studies into its teratogenicity.
Introduction
"There are undoubtedly several mechanisms by which ultrasonic radiation may affect animal tissue. Moreover, experience in X-radiology has shown that it is unwise to assume that absence of immediate effects always implies that no damage has occurred" [1] .
Science lies in a state of continual fluctuation and progression. As technologies and paradigms are amended, accepted theories are reviewed and tested against new understanding. Often these well-accepted theories stand the test of time; but sometimes they do not. In the case of antenatal ultrasound the progression of scientific theory and the application of this tool in other arenas has given us a greater understanding of how ultrasound behaves at the cellular level, an intimate understanding that was not available several decades ago. Concern based on this fresh understanding dictates that we take a second look at the safety of this otherwise extraordinarily useful tool.
The study of ultrasound is not new to science although the number of its current uses is bourgeoning. (For a listing of some of its uses in medicine, manufacturing, and research, see Table 1 and angina pectoris (see [2] for review).
Nevertheless, a growing skepticism closely shadowed its rise in popularity and the realization that sound force could produce tissue damage lead to both a reduction in its widespread use and further research into its safety. This initial caution was especially apparent in obstetrics: various cell culture, animal, and human studies were performed to determine whether prenatal exposure to ultrasonic radiation could adversely affect early development. While numerous studies were performed, overall the results appeared to support the supposition that at lower intensities, shorter durations, and limited number of exposures ultrasound was not a considerable danger (for review, see [3] ).
Scientists began recognizing the potency of ultrasonic cavitation and cavitationallyinduced hyperthermia as early as the 1950s; however, knowledge then is not what it is today [4, 5] . While there is still much we don't know about the interaction of ultrasonic waves with biologic tissue at varying intensities and frequencies, we do know that noncavitational and potentially deleterious mechanisms are active below safety cutoffs [6] . Whether they are actively teratogenic remains unaddressed.
Unfortunately, each decade since the application of ultrasound in obstetric medicine its popularity has continued to skyrocket, increasing the risk of adverse side effects. In modern obstetrics, it is standard practice to utilize ultrasound to diagnose and date the pregnancy as well as to continue to monitor the growth of the fetus, even though studies have suggested that risks may outweigh the benefits in such circumstances [7, 8] . Even women experiencing non-at-risk pregnancies generally receive multiple unwarranted ultrasounds during a given pregnancy [9] . And yet thorough safety studies have not been performed despite the growing evidence that ultrasound is a potentially dangerous tool that requires the utmost delicacy and caution in its application. Respected researchers in the past have questioned ultrasound safety, despite that the typical range of prenatal exposure does not seem to cause obvious malformations.
As Holland and Apfel report [10] , Frizzell [11] , Kremkau [12] , the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement [13] , and the National Institutes of Health Consensus
Committee [14] the cavities rapidly increase in size until at which point pressure becomes too great in the surrounding medium and the bubble collapses [17] . The implosion creates water jets of extreme pressure that can damage cellular membranes and disturb intracellular contents [18, 19] . The implosion also produces an extraordinary rise in temperature of approximately 5,500 °C due to the intense compression of gases by the liquid (for a summary of information, see [19] ).
For some perspective, the heat generated from cavitation is only slightly less than the estimated temperature of the surface of the sun. While it is amazing that such extreme temperature exposure doesn't destroy a tissue outright (which is mainly due to the rapid cooling rates in the surrounding medium estimated at over
), a build-up of temperature from 1. Diagnostic sonography providing structural imaging, including prenatal ultrasound. 2. The ablation of target tissue, such as during neurosurgery or tumor removal, and the breakdown of calculi such as kidney stones or gallstones. 3. Transcranial ultrasonic stimulation, similar to transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). 4. Vasodilation, providing better visualization of the vasculature during cardiovascular procedures. 5. Targeted drug delivery, utilizing focused ultrasound to make the target tissue more permeable, e.g., the blood-brain barrier, skin, etc.. 6. Wound healing, e.g., bone fractures and ulcers. 7. Bactericidal properties when synergized with antibiotics. 8. Elastography, in which ultrasound is used to determine the elasticity of a given organ which can help discern the overall health of that organ. 9. Transmembrane delivery of products into target cells, e.g., nonviral genes or nutrients. 10. Acoustophoresis: the use of ultrasound on an ionic medium to create an electric charge. 11. The purification of agricultural products. 12. Heat transfer in liquids for production of substances such as ethanol. 13. The purification of metals. 14. Manipulation and characterization of particles in the bio-and physical sciences. 15. The testing of metals, plastics, aerospace composites, wood, concrete, cement, etc. in manufacturing in order to measure thickness and locate flaws within the material. [1, 30] . These forces together increase membrane porosity by "poking holes" into the phospholipid bilayer which subsequently triggers the influx and efflux of important cell signaling molecules [30] . This flux in cell signaling alters activity of numerous intracellular pathways and can ultimately lead to changes in gene expression [31] . For instance, due to the extreme ratio in levels of intracellular-to-extracellular calcium this ion rushes into the cell upon ultrasound exposure triggering numerous calcium-dependent pathways [32, 33] . Calcium is also a necessary ion for the resealing of the broken membrane by triggering fusion of lysosomes to the outer membrane in a LAMP-1-dependent manner thereby repairing the pores created [34, 35] . As per example, Al-Karmi et al. [36] have shown how ultrasound-induced calcium signaling affects conductance of the cell, finding that in calcium-laden medium, frog skin exhibits a significantly larger level of conductance. In fact due to ultrasound's conductive capacity it is currently being used for transcranial stimulation in humans [37, 38] . Ultimately, more and more noncavitational bioeffects are being reported in the literature, citing the modulation of membrane fluidity, cell proliferation, and presentation of inflammatory and repair markers [6] .
As mentioned, cellular disorganization is a potential problem of microstreaming. [7] in which the stimulus (ultrasound) was removed, the differences in outcome suggest that multiple ultrasounds can have additive or exponential effects on development.
Much research has been done attempting to ensure that negligible damage occurs from cavitation and cavitation-induced hyperthermia during routine ultrasound exposure. As will be subsequently reviewed, 
Discussion
Ultrasonic forces affect tissues through cavitational and noncavitational effectors which differ according to combinations of intensity, frequency, and length of exposure.
Threshold of cavitation also varies by tissue type such that bone requires a much lower threshold than soft tissue [48] . And it is also currently unknown whether multiple prenatal ultrasonic exposures could have additive or exponential results on phenotype, as illustrated by the earlier studies of Newnham et al. [7] and Tarantal and Hendrickx [8] . In short, understanding the potential for ultrasonic teratogenicity is an extraoardinarily complex scientific undertaking, one which is still ongoing today.
As is hopefully apparent, further research 
